The 61st Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair ends in success

Men — jewelry for men... - The Moment — jewelry for special occasions... - Beyond Jewelry — Lifestyle items decorated with metals and precious stones...

Trends and Design Zero — products from antiques as well as jewelry that utilize new techniques... - The Jewels exhibition featured 23 stands from designers who have participated in the past... - The Thai Trade Center projects with jewelry making demonstrations and technical workshops twice daily...

Moreover, the 61st Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair held a series of international workshops by domestic and international experts on a range of topics from raw materials and jewelry trends, to marketing and gems certification...

On the second day of the fair of 2018 Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair was held, where directors of overseas Thai Trade Centres gave advice to companies and SMEs on how to promote exports...

In 2017, the gems and jewelry industry was ranked first in terms of Thai exports after automobiles and computers. Exports totalled around USD1.0 billion, representing 6 percent of the country’s total exports, and when excluding revenue gold the industry saw an increase of 2.5% compared to 2016 which was the first rise in three years...

Apart from the celebration of the Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair will be held in September 2018 at Challenger Hall 1-3 IMPACT, Muang Thong Thani. More information could be obtained from www.tbt.or.th or contact DITP call center.